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19th March 2020 

Dear Parents/Carers 
 
As you will be aware, all schools in England are closing on Friday afternoon as part of the measures being 
taken to suppress the spread of Coronavirus. Over the last week, various year groups have been sent home 
from both Beacon Hill and Solway as staff numbers due to self-isolation made it impossible to operate the 
school safely. I would like to thank all parents and students for the support we have received and the 
mature and sensible manner in which students have engaged with learning at home which has been put 
into place over the last few days. 
 
Staff are working hard to make sure that students' learning can continue remotely, and I am delighted that 
many students have been in regular touch with staff and are already completing lessons and sending work 
back. This will continue next week and after Easter. If any students have problems accessing work, please 
contact the school and we will try to help. Students will be working largely online; we would like to remind 
students all we have taught them about keeping safe online. Use the internet wisely and beware of 
anything you don't recognise.  
 
It is important that all students recognise the reasons why schools are closing, and stay at home as much 
as possible, both to slow the spread of the disease, and to make sure their education is compromised as 
little as possible. 
 
The situation is particularly difficult for Year 11 students, whose GCSE exams in the summer have been 
cancelled. I am confident the Secretary of State will listen to their concerns over qualifications, and that a 
way will be found to make sure no students are disadvantaged as a result of the current pandemic. To 
support Year 11 students, we are sourcing materials from Sixth Forms and FE colleges for them to work on 
over the next weeks and months which will help them make the transition to the destinations they are 
heading to in September. 
 
I am aware there remains some confusion over provision for children of key workers and vulnerable 
children next week. We are waiting for guidance to come from the Local Authority about which schools will 
be asked to remain open to provide this. Please be assured we will pass all information on as soon as it is 
available - please watch out for messages on Facebook and the school website.  This is a fluid situation 
which is changing by the minute and we will be in touch as needs be to keep you updated on the current 
situation. 
 
This is a worrying time for everyone and I would like to thank you all for your support and patience. If you 
have any concerns, please do email the school and we will do our best to help. We are looking forward to 
welcoming our students back to school as soon as possible. Meanwhile, we hope you all stay well. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Judith Schafer 
Executive Headteacher 
Solway and Beacon Hill Community Schools 
 


